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To whom it may concern:   

This is very difficult time to all Ethiopian people because of the current political turmoil on top of corona 

virus epidemic. Eighty two ethnic groups are in favor of federal government structure. Those who want 

to bring back the old and outdated feudal unitary government structure of “one country, one language, 

and one religion” are the root cause of all problems.  

Those who are longing for the coming back of the bygone era of Atse Menilik and Atse Hileselase failed 

to understand the objective reality on the ground of 21st century socio-economic and political view of 

98% of Ethiopian people. The 2% who are creating havoc as individual and/or as an organization do not 

represent any ethnic group. ‘The Unitarians’ started recruiting individuals and sponsoring organizations 

from different ethnic groups to propagate their agenda on social media. 

Recently, in social media you may came across an individual belong to Harari ethnic group advocating 

for the coming back of Atse Hailesilase regime extension. Longing for Atse Hileselase regime is totally 

against the norm of Harari culture and historical background. Harari Regional State administrators who 

wave ‘weyane’ era flag advocate ‘Beltsgina’ Party (Federal government) political view which does NOT 

reflect and represent Harari people’s psychological makeup and future vision. 

Who represent Harari people? 

Representatives of Harari society are those who embraced past history of Emirate Harar and its 

indigenous people. Representatives of Harari society are those who feel the pain and suffering of 

Hararies and condemn invaders of Emirate Harar such as Menilik and Hilesilase. Individuals and 

organizations that represent and speak on behalf of Harari people are ONLY those who wave the 962 

years Harari flag waved by the 86 Amirs of Emirates of Harar (see the picture of the flag on top of this 

letter).  
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